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PUB ROLLOUT SHORTLISTED FOR ENERGY AWARD

powerPerfector's rollout of Voltage Power Optimisation across the Marston’s Inns and Taverns estate
has been shortlisted for a coveted Energy Award.

The nomination in the ‘Energy Efficiency Partnership of the Year’ category follows an extensive installation
programme across both the existing managed estate and in new build pubs.

To date, the technology is installed in 87 sites across the UK reducing electricity spend by nine per cent on
average.

“It is appropriate that the category is for partnership of the year,” said Andy Kershaw, Group Facilities
Manager for Marston’s Inns and Taverns. “That is exactly what we have with powerPerfector, a
collaborative approach that has led to significant savings across the estate.”

“Throughout the initial trial period and the subsequent roll-out programme, powerPerfector continued to
deliver. The expert project management ensured effective communication at all times with minimum
disruption to sites, giving us a full turn-key project solution.”

Greg Martin, powerPerfector Head of Projects said: “Simply being shortlisted is a compliment to the
contribution Voltage Power Optimisation has made to Marston’s energy reduction targets.

“powerPerfector is often associated with retrofits but, having exceeded the predicted savings during
a trial with Marston's Inns and Taverns, the technology was specified into the programme of new build
pubs over a three year framework.”
The winners will be announced at the awards ceremony taking place on Wednesday 4 December 2013 at
the Grosvenor Hotel, London.
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Notes to Editors:
1. powerPerfector is the UK’s leading provider of Voltage Optimisation technology to the public and
private sector. Its technology helps reduce electricity bills (by an average of 6-12 per cent), cut CO2
emissions and improve power quality to protect the electrical infrastructure and help equipment work
more efficiently, for longer, by regulating and controlling a building’s incoming electrical energy supply.
2. Energy savings are guaranteed and verified using the International Performance Measurement and
Verification Protocol (IPMVP)
3. powerPerfector is installed in over 4,500 sites in the UK and customers include Tesco, Hilton, Network
Rail and the NHS. The company has contributed to a significant reduction in their carbon footprints and
collectively saved them many millions of pounds.
4. powerPerfector based in London, employing 70 people. The company was founded in 2004 and is
privately owned.
5. http://www.theenergyawards.com/home
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